UNIPLAST TESTING SERVICES
“A Hanger Testing Laboratory of the Uniplast Industries group”

Uniplast Testing Services Centre (UTSC) is the hanger testing laboratory
of the Uniplast Industries group which is established in the year of 2009
specializing in offering a high quality; accurate; fast reacting result
in-house hanger testing service for the Uniplast Industries Group.

UTSC undertake a wide range of tests which is following different
international testing standards and criteria as required by the customers.
All tests are carried out under a reliable, well-developed testing system
and procedures. With the introduction of a complete line of testing
equipments and data recording system, we can record; analyze; trace and
retrieve every past and up-to-date testing result with the use of the
bar-coding system.

Uniplast Testing Services is a dynamic quality team, offering quality
assurance services of hanger testing to our clients. We are not merely the
hanger supplier, but the truly hanger quality caring manufacturer for
providing guaranteed plastic quality hanger to our valued customers.
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Weathering and Corrosion Test (Moisture Spraying Test)
The metal component of plastic hanger will be strictly subject to the
Moisture Spraying Test. Moisture Spray Test is particularly useful to
determine the corrosion rate and compare the corrosion conditions
under different specification of temperature and humidity. It enables the
comparison of the environmental performance of materials and
assessment of the suitability of materials under the expected conditions
of use.
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Universal Testing for Hanger Body and Hook Strength
It is always the most important concern of our customers relating to the
problem of whether a hanger can support their garment in the process of
delivery to end-users. For better assurance of Uniplast hanger quality
supplied to our customer, the Universal Loading Test Equipment is
particularly useful to provide all-round testing services for both hanger
body and hook in its tensile stress and compressive strength. The
equipment is an absolute computer inclusive, electromechanical test
designed system. All data can be accurately reported and printed out both
numerically and graphically within a short time.
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Shaking Test (Hanger shaking and Vibration Test)
Plastic hangers can be slippery causing garment to slip off its hanger during or
after long distance transportation. For this reason, quality assurance of hanger
by going through the shaking test must be necessary. The shaking equipment is
mechanically controlled and is specially designed for testing hanger shaking
under various conditions. It has a range of selection of test modes which can
simulate different testing scenarios in accordance to the real situation of external
violent vibration such as truck’s shaking during driving. The overall testing
provides additional confidence to our customers for using Uniplast hanger as the
first choice of their garment companion.
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Temperature & Humidity Resistance Test
Most of our clients usually encounter problems arising from different kind of
weathers and conditions with different temperature and humidity during their
delivery of goods to retail stores. A temperature & Humidity Resistance Testing
Equipment is being used to effectively observe the hanger performance under
different environment by simulating comparative conditions with varying
temperature and humidity. The temperature of equipment can operate within
the range -40ºF ~ +150ºF, and its relative humidity can be adjusted within the
ranges from 16% ~ 95%.
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Carton Drop Test
The Carton Drop Test is a quality check that is commonly done in our
centre before dispatching goods to customers. The test makes sure
package of carton is in proper condition to accommodate hangers in a
safety manner without causing damage by external impact or dropping
force before reaching our customers. The carton drop test machine
provides all-round testing results with the simulation of various dropping
conditions from different angle and height.
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